Donor Management | Crowdfunding | AWS Expertise

Empowered to innovate without
limitations
Transparent Hands, as a nonprofit healthcare crowdfunding platform was on a mission to
support the underprivileged with fully-funded medical and surgical treatments. They
partnered with us to build a modern technology platform to enable telehealth services,
donor management, and process transparency.

Their
Challenge
Transparent Hands came to us as a
startup. They were looking to build a
transparent digital platform on which
donors could know exactly who and
how their donations would be helping.

Our Solution
We offered our AWS, technical and
domain expertise to deliver donation
transparency on mob and web apps,
offer cloud and DevOps for donor
management and personalization of
campaigns.

Our Services
Platform
Development
To support their fund-raising

Mobile & Web
Development

campaigns, we designed and
developed a custom mobile and web
app to give them full control over
donor management.

Our teams created the architecture and
design for a seamless customer journey to
donation.

Planning &
Discovery
We developed the strategy and
roadmap for implementation, and
provided the technical requirements
for their project.

UX/UI

By mapping user journeys, making
high-fidelity mockups and prototypes
as Proof of Concept, we showed its
immediate value

To help them reach a wider audience we
made it cross-platform and offer support
for iOS and Android.

With a responsive and scalable design, we
developed and hosted their website on
WordPress to spread awareness, gather
donations, and show exactly who donors
would be helping.

Product lifecycle management on AWS
Cloud
User scenarios
Ideate & strategize

Process flows

Prototype
Sitemap
Wireframes
User testing

Design & develop

Review & approve

We developed the systems on AWS Cloud so they could secure, store, access, and process donation
invoices, beneficiary, and financial data at scale. Cloud allowed them access to good and clean data
to optimize their fundraising campaigns. Make it personalized and engaging.
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DevOps & Site Reliability on
AWS
Our
teams helped them make fast, automated, and frequent deployments
with DevOps. This was coupled with point-to-point security and scalable a
cloud strategy to shorten software development lifecycles.

CI/CD Pipelines

Configuration managed

Infrastructure Managed

Automated code merge,
testing, and delivery for
release frequency

Automated provisioning,
configuration & deployment.

Managed with automated
updates and performance
configurations

Infrastructure as code

Release management
Automated deployments
and scheduling

Tested apps in production like environments with
reusable code

DevSecOps
Made the entire process
secure by design

Continuous monitoring
Collected insights for
retrospective analysis

Containerization
Structured apps as highly
maintainable, testable &
independently deployable

Tools & Technologies

Enabling Donor Management Platform
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